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ABSTRACT 

Human activity recognition has been studied for decades by leveraging vision-based and sensor-based 
technologies. However, the drawback of such techniques such as short-range area, and invasion of human privacy 
in vision-based technology, and inappropriate usage for sensor devices or inconvenient feeling of the user to carry 
sensor devices. All of these reasons encouraged researchers to wireless-based sensing technology or called 
device-free because the user needn’t carry devices nor monitoring with a camera.  In this regard, we present a 
device-free activity recognition system by exploiting the Channel State Information (CSI) of Wi-Fi signals which 
recognizes three dynamic activities. We build our prototype with a high efficient feature extraction algorithm and 
an agile and accurate classification algorithm. To examine the feasibility and performance of the proposed system, 
hundreds of experiments have been implemented in LOS and NLOS scenarios in a dynamic environment with 
different volunteer users. The experiment results show that the proposed method has gained a high-accuracy rate 
in both LOS and NLOS.

1. Introduction

Human activity recognition (HAR) has increasingly attracted intense 
academic and industrial interest due to its various applications in real life 
such as elderly monitoring. In general, traditional HAR systems considered 
as device-based approaches such as vision-based, body-worn sensors, and 
mobile-phone interior sensors [1-3]. However, all have certain drawbacks. 
For instance, vision-based systems cannot work through-wall and require 
good light condition, moreover, invasive human privacy. Sensor-based 
approaches are inappropriate for the user to carry a device that sometimes 
easy to forget or inconvenient in some situations. All of these reasons 
encouraged researchers to leverage wireless-based sensing technology or 
called device-free because the target objects needn't carry devices nor 
monitoring by a camera. 

Therefore, recently, radio signals such as Wi-Fi signals are utilized to track 
human motion and activities. A group researcher introduced the concept 
of device-free human location detection using only a ubiquitous Wi-Fi 
router by leveraging the fluctuation of the received signal strength 
indicator (RSSI) [4]. Thereafter, many device-free RSSI-based approaches 
have been proposed with different scopes such as localization and motion 
detection and activity recognition [5,6]. However, RSSI suffers from 
instability and severe deterioration in complex environments. Most 
recent, the channel state information (CSI) of wireless PHY layer has 
gained more attention to be utilized for indoor positioning, motion 
tracking, and activity recognition [7-9]. Unlike RSSI, CSI is measured from 
radio link per OFDM subcarrier of each received packet. Therefore, CSI has 
more information since RSSI value is only per received packet. Moreover, 
CSI is more robust to complex environments.  

In this paper, we present a device-free activity recognition system by 
leveraging the prosperities of channel state information (CSI) of wireless 
signals such as Wi-Fi. We use only an access point (TP-Link) and a 
detection point (Lenovo laptop). The target user is asked to implement 
activities without carrying any wireless devices nor monitored by a 
camera. We extract the CSI information, filter out the noise, extract the 
useful features, and then apply a machine learning algorithm to classify the 
proposed activity. 

Our main contributions are as follows: 

• We present an efficient method to extract the useful CSI 
information from Wi-Fi signals in order to reduce the 
multidimensional data. Then, we design a low-pass filter to remove the 
electromagnetic noise. 

• A Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is applied to reduce CSI 
dimensionality and to select sensitive CSI streams that have more 
fluctuation due to human motion in the test area. Then a band of 
features extracted to satisfy classification process. 

• Support Vector Machine (SVM) is applied to classify the 
proposed activities. The classification algorithm has achieved a high 
accuracy in both LOS and NLOS scenarios. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The methodology is 
described in the next section. In Section 3, we describe the evaluation 
experiment setting and results. Lastly, we conclude the paper in section 4. 

2. METHODOLOGY 

In this section, we explain the architecture of our system and the 
methodology. Figure 1 shows the workflow of the proposed method. First, 
the system extracts CSI from Wi-Fi signals that reflect the human motion 
to the receiver. Then, our system preprocesses the collected signals by 
modeling signals as stream vectors and removes the noise. After that, PCA 
algorithm is applied to reduce the dimensionality of the CSI streams. Then, 
our system extracts a band of features labeled as an input vector of the 
classification algorithm. In what follows, we describe each process in 
details. 

2.1 CSI Data Collection and Preprocessing 

The proposed system collects radio signals from the fixed access point in 
the test environment. Let R be the received signal and T is the transmitted 
signal. The received signal can be expressed as: 

R H T N     (1) 

where H is the channel state information, 
,i j

are the streams and 

subcarriers, respectively? N  is the electromagnetic noise. CSI can be 
represented as Equation 2: 
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Figure 1: System workflow 

where 
|| ( )||, fHi j k  is the amplitude and 

( ), fHi j k
 is the phase. The 

measurement of CSI depends on the amplitude and phase of CSI at a time 

point. If we have a number of transmitter antennas 
Nt and receiver

antennas
N r , the CSI of each time point is measured on 30 OFDM

subcarriers for the receiver of WLAN (802.11). Therefore, the CSI 

measurements are
30N Nt r 

. N Nt r
is the number of CSI streams, 

each stream contains 30 subcarriers. In our implementation, the 
transmitter is a Wi-Fi router equipped with three transmitter antenna, and 
the receiver is a laptop equipped with IWL5300 with three antennas. Thus, 
CSI can be described as Equation 3: 

|| ( )|| .... || ( )||1,1 1,30
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Many methods can be applied to represent the collected CSI data. Here, to 
reduce computational complexity and reduce data dimensions, we use the 
mean of the 30 subcarriers of each stream as a vector that represents CSI. 
So, in our system CSI is measured as nine streams. Figure 2 plots CSI of a 
fall experiment, as shown in Figure 2 (a) the collected data still has noise 
from the neighboring radio devices. Therefore, we design an exponential 
filter to remove out the noise and to obtain the real trends of CSI streams 
that caused because human activity. Figure 2 (b) shows CSI streams after 
filtering. The figure shows that our filter is effective and removed the 
whole noise.    

2.2 Feature Extraction 

The fluctuation of CSI measurements caused by human motion occurs 
across all the streams and subcarriers in the wireless channel. The 
different streams have a distinctive sensitivity to the change of CSI due to 
human movement as shown in Figure 2. To capture the dominant 
fluctuation of CSI caused by human activity motion, we apply Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA) across all the streams of the raw CSI that 
collected from IWL 5300 NIC and filtered out by a low-pass filter. After 
that, we select the top two principal components. Then we extract the 
following features: mean, median, standard deviation, interquartile range, 
second central moment, Third central moment, skewness, kurtosis, 
dominant frequency, and entropy. Finally, we concentrate the ten features 
values that extracted from the top two PCs into a single feature vector with 
the dimensionality of 20. 

Figure 2: (a) Raw CSI amplitude before filtering. (b) Raw CSI after low-
pass filter 

2.3 Activity Classification 

We adopt the well-known Support Vector machine (SVM) algorithms to 
classify the proposed human activities with the Gaussian radial basis 
function (RBF) kernel which non-linearly maps samples into a higher 
dimensional space. The radial basis function can be defined as:  

|| ||( , ) exp( ), 0yK y xx ii ii    
2

 (4) 

where 𝑥 ,  y and 


are the training, label and kernel parameter, 
respectively. The open source libSVM (Chang & Lin 2011) is used to 
implement SVM with the Gaussian radial basis function (RBF). 

3 EVALUATION 

3.1 Experiment Setup 

Many experiments have been conducted in two different environments, a 
Lab room with a size of 23*23 ft. and an apartment with two bedrooms 
and a living room with a total size of 40*40 ft. Moreover, five volunteer 
users conducted the three supposed activities individually. For equipment 
that we use in our experiments, we only use one Wi-Fi router with three 
antennas as a transmitter, and the receiver is a laptop with IWL5330 NIC 
and installed the open source CSI-TOOLS [10]. We implement the 
proposed activity in two scenarios as follows: 

1- LOS scenario: the target user, transmitter, and receiver all placed in 
the same room. The target user implemented activities between the
transmitter and receiver. 

2- NLOS: the user and the receiver are placed in the same room, where
the transmitter is placed in adjacent room separated with one wall. 

3.2 RESULTS 

We collected many samples of each activity from five users divided into 
five groups. Thereafter, we build our classifier in each group with 100 
samples of each activity, and we measure the 5-cross validation accuracy 
[11]. Figure 3 plots the confusion matrix of the experiment results in both 
LOS and NLOS scenarios. Each raw represents an actual class, where each 
column represents a predicted class. From confusion matrices shown in 
Figure 3, the averaged accuracy is 96.667% in LOS and 93.66% in NLOS. 

(a)                                                                       (b) 
Figure 3: (a) Confusion matrix in LOS scenario. (b) Confusion matrix in 
NLOS scenario 

Moreover, to evaluate the performance of the proposed system, precision, 
recall, and F1 score are used to analysis results of the experiments. 
Precision is the positive predictive value, Recall is the sensitivity, and F1 
score or the F-measure is the weighted average of both the precision and 
the recall. These three mathematics rules are used as expressed in the 
following expressions. 
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where TP , FP , and FN are the true positive, false positive, and false 
negative, respectively. In Figure 4 we see the overall values of the 
precision, recall and F1 of the three proposed activities in LOS, and NLOS 
scenarios.  

Figure 4: Precision, Recall, and F1 results in LOS and NLOS scenarios 

Moreover, we compare our classification method to SVM without PCA 
algorithm, and k-nearest neighbor (KNN). As shown in Figure 5, our PCA-
SVM method outperforms SVM and KNN. From Figure 5 we also notice that 
the accuracy increased as the number of features increased. 

Figure 5: Classification algorithms comparison 

4 CONCLUSION 

The paper presented an indoor activity recognition method based on 
Channel State Information (CSI) of wireless signals. The proposed method 
extracts amplitude information of CSI from ubiquitous Wi-Fi router. A low- 

 
pass filter has been designed to filter out the noise caused by the 
surrounding electromagnetic in order to obtain the real trend of CSI that 
caused by human movements. PCA was applied across CSI streams to 
reduce the dimensionality and SVM algorithm applied to recognize the 
proposed activities. The proposed method has been evaluated in different 
scenarios, and the results approved the validity of the method. Device-free 
Wi-Fi based sensing mechanism is the future of sensing technology, thus, 
it needs more and more investigation to address more complicated 
scenarios.  
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